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Description:

From the Back Cover A Biblical Look at Satan--and How to Counter His Influence

Pastor and teacher Dennis McCallum clarifies what the Bible teaches about Satan, evil spirits,
demonic control, and spiritual warfare--and how it applies today. McCallum covers all the key topics,
including:
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Who is Satan? Where did he come from? Why is he still on the loose?
How do evil forces operate against individuals? Against churches?
What steps should we take to resist temptation and other attacks?
How can we keep our focus on Christ, not Satan?

Comprehensive, reliable, and balanced, this book avoids extremism and sensationalism, making it
the ideal resource for pastors, layleaders, and any Christian wanting to know more about the work of
evil in the world.

"Not since C. S. Lewis's The Screwtape Letters have we had as convincing a presentation that
Satan's favorite method of relating to modern people is to convince them he is not real, thereby
giving him freedom to operate amongst the unsuspecting. Highly recommended." --Dr. Ben
Witherington, III, Asbury Theological Seminary

"Drawing upon solid biblical support, careful reasoning, and extensive experience, Dennis McCallum
has developed an important tool from which all Christians can greatly benefit." --R. Scott Smith,
PhD, Biola University

Dennis McCallum is the author of several books, including The Death of Truth and Organic
Disciplemaking. The founder and lead pastor of the 5,000-member Xenos Christian Fellowship in
Columbus, Ohio, he is also a well-respected teacher and leads a college ministry. Dennis and his
wife, Holly, have three adult children, each active in ministry.

About the Author Dennis McCallum is founder and lead pastor of Xenos Christian Fellowship, a
non-traditional church composed of several hundred house churches. He also leads Xenos' college
ministry at Ohio State University. A graduate of Ashland Theological Seminary, he is the author of
several books, including The Death of Truth. Dennis and his wife, Holly, live in Columbus, Ohio.
Their three adult children lead house churches at Xenos.
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